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Abstract: The  increasing  demands  of  multifunctional  organic  electronics  require  advanced  organic  semiconducting  materials
to be developed and significant improvements to be made to device performance. Thus, it is necessary to gain an in-depth un-
derstanding  of  the  film  growth  process,  electronic  states,  and  dynamic  structure-property  relationship  under  realistic  opera-
tion  conditions,  which  can  be  obtained  by  in-situ/operando  characterization  techniques  for  organic  devices.  Here,  the  up-to-
date  developments  in  the  in-situ/operando  optical,  scanning  probe  microscopy,  and  spectroscopy  techniques  that  are  em-
ployed  for  studies  of  film  morphological  evolution,  crystal  structures,  semiconductor-electrolyte  interface  properties,  and
charge carrier dynamics are described and summarized. These advanced technologies leverage the traditional static characteriza-
tions  into  an  in-situ  and  interactive  manipulation  of  organic  semiconducting  films  and  devices  without  sacrificing  the  resolu-
tion,  which  facilitates  the  exploration  of  the  intrinsic  structure-property  relationship  of  organic  materials  and  the  optimization
of organic devices for advanced applications.
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1.  Introduction

Since the discovery of the semiconducting nature of poly-
thiophene,  organic  electronics  have  experienced  tremend-
ous  development[1].  In  particular,  organic  field-effect  transist-
ors  (OFETs),  light-emitting  diodes  (OLEDs),  and  photovoltaic
cells (OPVs) are key candidates for next generation of electron-
ics  and  optoelectronics,  thus  revolutionizing  the  information,
photonics,  and  energy  sciences[2–8].  Recently,  the  electrical
and  optoelectrical  performance  of  OFETs,  OLEDs,  and  OPVs
have improved impressively, due to new molecular design st-
rategies, improved process engineering, effective interface op-
timization, and advanced device architecture[4, 9–13].  However,
despite these remarkable advances, as a new research topic, or-
ganic devices still face some key challenges, as follows: (i) the
important aspects of packing motifs and growth strategies of
organic  semiconducting  films  for  high-performance  applica-
tions  are  still  difficult;  (ii)  the  relationship  between  charge-
transport  physics  and  the  molecular  structure  properties  is
not  fully  understood;  and  (iii)  an  in-depth  understanding  of
electrode,  dielectric,  and  interface  properties  under  various
device structures and operating circumstances is still lacking.

To  solve  these  issues,  it  is  important  to  utilize  more  ad-
vanced  characterization  techniques.  Note  that  in-situ/oper-
ando  techniques  for  studying  organic  semiconductors  have
been developed as  powerful  tools  to  achieve unprecedented

insights into complex film growth, electronic states, and struc-
ture-property  relationships  under  conditions  relevant  to
device  operation  or  device  manipulation[14–23],  which  cannot
be  revealed  by  common  ex-situ  measurements.  Hence,  in-
situ/operando  techniques  can  contribute  to  our  understand-
ing  of  the  nature  of  molecular  assembly  mechanisms  and  in-
trinsic electronic properties, which can further improve molecu-
lar design and device performance.

In  this  review,  recent  advances  in  the  application  of  in-
situ/operando  techniques  for  the  characterizations  of  organ-
ic  semiconductors  and  devices  are  thoroughly  summarized
(Fig.  1).  First,  we focus on a variety of  in-situ/operando optic-
al  and  scanning  probe  microscopy  for  real-time  observation
of  organic  film  crystallization,  as  well  as  characterization  of
local morphologies, electron/ion coupling, and semiconductor/
electrolyte  interface  of  organic  devices  with  unprecedented
resolution  in  complex  solid/liquid  environments.  Then,  we
provide an introduction to in-situ spectroscopy techniques, in-
cluding X-ray characterization techniques and ultraviolet pho-
toelectron  spectroscopy  (UPS),  to  probe  the  crystal  struc-
tures  and  electronic  states  of  organic  devices  in-operando.
These complementary in-situ techniques are beneficial  to the
study  of  the  dynamic  structure-property  relationships,  from
centimeter  to  nanometer  scales.  Finally,  challenges  and  out-
looks  for  developing  in-situ/operando  techniques  in  organic
semiconductors are discussed. Therefore, this review provides
not  only  an  overview  of  growth  mechanisms  and  electronic
properties  of  organic  semiconductors  but  it  also  highlights
the  elegant  in-situ/operando  analytical  methods  that  have
helped to elucidate these mechanisms for more in-depth phys-
ics of organic electronics. 
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2.  In-situ/operando microscopy techniques

Organic semiconductors are assembled via weak noncova-
lent bonding among conjugated molecules, such as π–π inter-
actions  and  van  der  Waals  forces,  leading  to  the  important
nature of self-assembly and multiple charge-transport mechan-
isms  between  molecules[8, 24, 25].  The  morphology,  molecular
packing  structure,  and  charge  carrier  dynamics  of  organic
films  and  crystals,  which  are  commonly  prepared  by  vapor-
grown  methods  and  solution-based  approaches,  are  diverse
and  complicated  thanks  to  the  complex  interdependence  of
experimental  parameters[10, 11, 26, 27].  Hence,  it  is  important  to
unveil  the  physical  process  and  electronic  states  underlying
various  growth  mechanisms  and  device  structures  using  in-
situ/operando techniques for precise control of thin-film mor-
phology and performance, which is critical in studying intrins-
ic  material  properties  and  advanced  electronic  applications.
Considering  the  stability  property  of  organic  crystalline  films,
in-situ  characterization  techniques  to  study  the  growth  pro-
cess and dynamic of molecular assembly should be noninvas-
ive,  such  as  in-situ  optical  and  scanning  probe  microscopy,
while scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or transmission elec-
tron microscope (TEM) are normally considered to be destruct-
ive to organic thin films because they use a high-power elec-
tron  beam.  In  the  following  section,  we  briefly  introduce  in-
situ optical and scanning probe microscopy to study the struc-
ture and interface properties of organic films and devices. 

2.1.  In-situ optical microscopy

Achieving  high-quality  organic  crystalline  films  in  large
sizes is important to improve the electrical performance of or-
ganic devices. Considering the adjustments in molecular struc-
tures and deposition parameters, solution-based coating meth-

ods  (e.g.,  drop-casting,  spin-coating,  bar-coating,  solution-
shearing,  and  floating-coffee-ring-driven-assembly)  offer
great  potential  to  obtain  organic  crystals  with  large-area
scalability, high morphological uniformity, and perfect crystal-
line  order[10, 26, 28, 29].  In  contrast  to  vacuum  deposition,  solu-
tion-based coating is dependent on the fluid dynamics in the
liquid-substrate  interface[30],  which  is  difficult  to  capture  and
manipulate  at  the  hundreds  of  nanometer  to  micrometer
scales.  Numerical  simulations  have  previously  been  de-
veloped to  study the  fluid  flow process  in  the  meniscus  geo-
metry  with  multiple  parameters[31–33].  However,  the  limited
computation  domains,  simplified  two-dimensional  (2D)  flow
model,  and  various  processing  variables  result  in  deviation
from the actual crystallization process. To overcome these limit-
ations, in-situ optical microscopy, as a non-destructive charac-
terization  method,  can  intuitively  reproduce  the  growth  pro-
cess on a small scale in real time[22, 34].

Recently,  Lee et al.  used in-situ optical microscopy to ob-
serve  the  crystallization  process  of  TIPS-pentacene  thin  films
using  a  continuous-flow  microfluidic-channel-based  menis-
cus-guided coating (CoMiC)[22], which could precisely manipu-
late  the  flow  behavior via microfluidic  channels  (Figs.  2(a)
and 2(b)).  Based  on  the  in-situ  characterization  and  numeric-
al simulation, the relationship between flow pattern, thin-film
crystallization, and electrical performance of OFETs is compre-
hensively  analyzed  and  reveals  that  chaotic  advection  leads
to  device-to-device  uniformity.  This  work  provides  effective
strategies to tune solution-based crystallization properties for
performance  optimization  of  OFETs,  solar  cells,  and  displays.
Furthermore, top-view and side-view in-situ high-speed optic-
al  microscopies  were  used  to  obtain  three-dimensional  (3D)
meniscus  geometry  under  multiple  experimental  conditions
during solution shearing (Fig. 2(c))[34]. The top-, side-, and 3D-
view microscopies for the visualization of the contact line/crys-
tallization  process  and  cross-sectional  meniscus  shape  are
shown  in Fig.  2(d),  contributing  to  the  mathematical  model
for  mass and momentum transport  within the meniscus geo-
metry.  Therefore,  in-situ  high-speed  optical  microscopy  en-
ables  the  analysis  and  prediction  of  the  crystallization  pro-
cess  of  organic  films  under  multiple  experimental  paramet-
ers.  This  technique  will  be  highly  useful  and  broadly  applic-
able to various materials and coating systems for an in-depth
understanding of thin-film growth phenomena and optimiza-
tion of device performance. 

2.2.  In-situ scanning probe microscopy
 

2.2.1.    In-situ atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Non-contact in-situ optical microscopy can quickly charac-

terize the kinetic process of solution-based crystallization of or-
ganic  semiconducting  films  at  the  micrometer  scale  in  real
time of  a  few milliseconds;  however,  the  large-scale  property
limits the observation of  molecule assembling dynamics with
nanometer  resolution.  In  particular,  it  is  still  difficult  to  cap-
ture  the moments  of  the assembling process  of  organic  crys-
tals on a local  scale in real  time. Although conventional X-ray
diffraction (XRD) analyses have been used to study the molecu-
lar  structure  revolution,  which  only  provide  spatially  and
time-averaged structure transformation from the reciprocal dif-
fraction  data[21].  Hence,  in-situ  AFM,  as  one  of  the  promising
scanning probe techniques, can directly characterize the crys-
tal  growth  with  much  higher  resolution  and  at  time  scale  of

 

Fig. 1. (Color online) Overview of various in-situ characterization tech-
niques  with  different  resolutions,  from  centimeter  to  nanometer,  to
study  the  dynamic  structure-property  relationship  under  manipula-
tion.
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several seconds[16, 17, 20, 35–37]. More importantly, no high vacu-
um  and  high-energy  electron  beams  are  required  in  AFM  to
guarantee a non-destructive method for organic films, in con-
trast to electron microscopy techniques.

Recently, using real-time in-situ AFM, Chen et al.  success-
fully imaged the entire self-assembly processes and the kinet-
ics  of  crystalline  films  from  amorphous  solid  states  at  the
minute timescale[38].  As shown in Fig. 3(a), AFM images of the
single-crystal  film  that  evolved  over  time  revealed  that  the
growth processes consisted of five distinct steps:  droplet flat-
tening,  film  coalescence,  spinodal  decomposition,  Ostwald
ripening, and self-reorganized layer growth. This growth meth-
od contributed to high-quality microwire arrays.

Note that  the molecule assembly of  solution-based tech-
niques for organic crystals occurs at the liquid/solid interface,
which  is  difficult  to  access  by  conventional  optical  and  elec-
tron microscopies[21]. In-situ liquid-phase AFM with crystal lat-
tice-scale  resolution  provides  a  platform  to  observe  crystal-
line  surfaces  in  the  liquid  phase  in  a  ‘live’  state  (Fig.  3(b)).  As

shown in Fig. 3(c), Hosono et al. utilized the liquid-phase AFM
to  capture  lattice  transition  and  molecular  dynamics  of
single-crystalline porous coordination polymers (PCP) in flow-
ing  solution  taken  at  lattice  scale[21].  It  was  found  that  bulk
PCP  crystals  underwent  reversible  structural  transformations
in  response  to  the  presence  of  guest  molecules.  In  addition,
layer-by-layer  delamination  processes  were  obtained  in-situ
and indicated the inherent structural fluidity of the single-crys-
talline  PCP  surface.  Therefore,  these  works  of  in-situ  AFM
demonstrate the advantages of real-time and real-space obser-
vations  of  the  local  surface  structures  of  organic  films,  which
offer  us  an  in-depth  understanding  of  the  growth  mechan-
ism  for  further  morphology  optimizations  of  high-perform-
ance organic films. 

2.2.2.    In-situ probe microscopy with advanced functions
The ability to probe electrical and electrochemical proper-

ties  of  organic  semiconducting  films  in  contact  with  a  liquid
solution  during  device  operation  is  important  because  it  can
reveal  real-time  film  crystallization,  defects,  and  charge  carri-

 

 

Fig. 2. (Color online) In-situ optical microscopy for characterizations of organic crystalline films. (a) Schematic diagram of CoMiC-based analytical
system along the entire flow path connecting flow pattern, crystallization, and thin-film properties (upper panel of (a)). Side-view in-situ image
analysis of meniscus shape variation during the coating (lower panel of (a)). (b) In-situ microscopy images showing the variation of solution/thin-
film boundary and crystallization process of doped TIPS-pentacene using the FM-CoMiC and the SHM-CoMiC[22].  (c) Schematic diagram of top-
view and side-view in-situ microscopy to investigate the relationship between 3D meniscus geometry and crystallization during solution shear-
ing.  (d)  The top-,  side-,  and 3D-view microscopies for  the visualization of  the contact  line/crystallization process and cross-sectional  meniscus
shape[34].
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er  transport  properties  for  further  performance  optimiza-
tion[5, 20, 39–44].  However,  the  interface  of  semiconductor/li-
quid limits the in-situ/operando characterization of local elec-
trical  properties,  such as carrier  density,  mobility,  and interfa-
cial  potential,  which  are  not  accessible  by  Kelvin  probe  force
microscopy  (KPFM)  operated  in  air.  Therefore,  in-situ  liquid-
phase  probe  microscopies  with  advanced  functions,  such  as
in-situ  electrochemical  strain  microscopy (ESM)  and scanning
dielectric  microscopy  (SDM),  are  able  to  characterize  the  loc-
al  electronic  and strain  properties  of  organic  semiconducting
films in a complex liquid-phase environment[20, 37].

With  the  development  of  organic  electronics,  the  coup-
ling  of  organic  semiconductors  with  biology  is  an  emerging
and  continuously  growing  field  for  many  advanced  appli-
cations,  such  as  molecular  sensing,  cell  culture  analysis,  me-
dical  diagnostics,  and  synapses  for  neuromorphic  compu-
ting[45–50]. Among these applications, electrolyte-gated organ-
ic field-effect transistors (EGOFETs) and organic electrochemic-
al  transistors  (OECTs)  have  emerged  as  promising  devices  in
organic  bioelectronics[5, 16, 44, 51–53].  As  shown  in Fig.  4(a),  in
OECTs  and  EGOFETs,  the  dielectric  is  replaced  by  a  liquid-
phase  electrolyte.  Note  that,  in  OECTs,  ions  from  the  electro-
lyte  can  penetrate  the  whole  bulk  of  the  polymeric  channel,
while  EGOFETs  are  driven  by  the  field-effect  without  ion  up-

take  response[54].  In  these  devices,  in-situ  liquid-phase  probe
microscopies  with  advanced electrochemical  and strain  func-
tions  exhibit  the  extraordinary  ability  to  perceive  the  proper-
ties  of  semiconductor/electrolyte  interface,  which  will  broa-
den  our  understanding  and  applications  of  organic  electron-
ics[52].

Recently,  Surgailis et  al.  demonstrated  that  the  ladder-
type  polymer  BBL  outperformed  the  NDI-T2  based  glycol-
ated  P-90  random  copolymer  as  the  OECT  channel  material,
and  BBL  exhibited  a  more  efficient  ion-to-electron  coupling
and  higher  OECT  mobility  (Fig.  4(b))[16].  In-situ  AFM  images
showed that the feature size and surface roughness of BBL in-
creased  drastically  during  doping,  with  negligible  swelling  of
the  electrolytes,  compared  to  the  more  gradual  and  modest
changes  seen  in  P-90.  The  electrolyte  uptake  in  the  BBL  film
during doping did not disrupt molecular packing because the
planarity  of  BBL  chains  and  lack  of  ion-coordinating  side-
chains  provided  efficient  transport  routes  for  electronic  carri-
ers,  while  permitting  electrolyte  intercalation  in  intermolecu-
lar  void  space.  Therefore,  this  side  chain-free  route  for  the
design of mixed conductors could bring the n-type OECT per-
formance closer to the bar set by their p-type counterparts.

Probing  electrochemical  processes  and  local  structure-
function  relationships  that  affect  ion  transport  in  mixed  ion-

 

 

Fig. 3. (Color online) In-situ AFM characterizations. (a) Evolutionary selection growth approach and time-lapse sequence of representative AFM im-
ages showing the morphological evolution of the precursors on the SiO2 surface. Scale bar: 2 μm[38]. (b) Schematic illustration of the experiment-
al setup for in-situ AFM imaging with perfusion flow of the guest solution. (c) 1.0 × 1.0 μm2 topographic images of the PCP surface taken at the in-
dicated times under the perfusion flow of a 200 mM bpy solution with a constant flow rate. The high-resolution parts are 30 × 30 nm2 phase im-
ages of the liquid–solid interface taken at lattice scale[21].
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ic–electronic  conductors  is  more  significant  for  the  applica-
tion of OECTs. Among the different scanning probe microscop-
ies,  electrochemical  strain  microscopy  is  a  novel  technique
that is capable of probing local ionic flows and electrochemic-
al  reactivity  in  semiconductors  with  unprecedented  resolu-
tion in-situ and operando[20]. Hence, by exploiting the exquis-
ite  sensitivity  of  ESM to vertical  displacement,  Giridharagopal
et  al.  successfully  probed  local  variations  of  ion  transport  in
thin  films  of  poly(3-hexylthiophene)  (P3HT)  by  measuring
sub-nanometer  volumetric  expansion  in-situ  (Fig.  4(c)).  As
shown in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), ESM data exhibited sub-nanomet-
er swelling of the P3HT film at different applied bias and ion-
ic  concentrations  due to  ion uptake following electrochemic-
al oxidation of the semiconductor. The inhomogeneity of loc-
al  volumetric  expansion  in  the  film  resulted  from  heterogen-
eous film packing and crystallinity that higher stiffness exhib-
ited less swelling. Hence, the P3HT semiconductors can simul-
taneously exhibit field-effect and electrochemical operation re-
gimes,  which  are  dependent  on  nanoscale  film  morphology,
ion concentration, and potential.

Furthermore,  Kyndiah et  al.  demonstrated  that  the  local
conductivity  and  interfacial  capacitance  of  the  active  chan-
nel  in  an  EGOFET  can  be  mapped  in-operando  using  in-li-
quid  scanning  dielectric  microscopy  with  high  spatial  resolu-
tion[37]. As shown in Fig. 4(f), a metallic (platinum coated) canti-
lever probe was used as both gate electrode for EGOFETs and
as  a  recording  force  sensor  for  the  in-liquid  SDM  measure-
ments.  A  voltage  composed  of  DC  and  high-frequency  AC
parts  was  applied  to  the  probe.  The  SDM  measurements  are
not sensitive to the semiconductor channel  capacitance as in
the C–V measurements  but  to  the  (local)  conductivity  of  the
organic semiconductor thin film and the (local) interfacial capa-
citance  of  the  semiconductor/electrolyte  interface.  Nano-
scale conductivity maps of the channel measured by SDM in-
operando  showed  dependence  on  the  gate  voltage  and  also
exhibited small electrical heterogeneities. This corresponds to
local  interfacial  capacitance  variations  due  to  the  ultrathin
non-uniform  insulating  layer  resulting  from  phase  separation
in  the  organic  semiconducting  blend  (Figs.  4(g)–4(i)).  There-
fore, the in-operando SDM characterization provides fascinat-

 

 

Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Device cross-section schematic showing the working principle of (left) OFETs, (middle) EGOFETs, and (right) OECTs[52]. (b)
AFM images (10 × 10 μm2) of n-type films (upper) P-90 and (lower) BBL. The films were immersed in 0.1 M NaCl at different conditions[16]. (c) Instru-
mentation schematic of in-situ ESM using dual-amplitude resonance tracking centered around the contact resonance frequency. Schematics of
different  electrochemical  transistor  operating  modes  in  the  AFM  experiment  (lower).  (d)  Topography  and  ESM  amplitude  images  of  a  typical
P3HT film in 20 mM KCl. (e) AM–FM stiffness map (frequency) with a line-flattened processing[20]. (f) In-liquid SDM setup for the nanoscale electric-
al  characterization of a functional EGOFET. (g)  Constant height electric force images expressed in capacitance gradient (64 × 13 pixels)  at  180
nm. (h) Conductivity maps of the central part of the channel. (i) Topographic and mechanical phase of a different region of the channel meas-
ured in intermittent contact mode. Constant height electrical image of the same region for the transistor in-operando[37].
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ing possibilities to study the nanoscale transduction mechan-
isms  at  the  organic  semiconductor/electrolyte  interface  for
electrolyte-gated  transistors  under  operation.  Consequently,
in-situ scanning probe microscopy not only demonstrates the
advantages of real-time observations of the local surface struc-
tures of organic films but it also exhibits the capacity to charac-
terize  the  electron/ion  coupling  and  semiconductor/electro-
lyte  interface properties  of  organic  devices  with unpreceden-
ted resolution in complex solid/liquid environments. 

3.  In-situ/operando spectroscopy techniques

Compared to inorganic materials,  organic materials show
significant advantages in terms of low processing cost, mech-
anical  flexibility,  and  light  transmittance[55–58].  Therefore,  it  is
very  important  to  improve  the  electrical  properties  of  organ-
ic  semiconductors  by  optimizing  the  growth  process  and
through  an  in-depth  understanding  of  device  physics.  Local-
scale information of organic semiconducting films can be ob-
tained  by  scanning  probe  microscopies,  such  as  AFM,  ESM,
and  SDM.  Meanwhile,  in-situ/operando  spectroscopy  tech-
niques, which can directly analyze the crystal structure, materi-
al  components,  electronic  properties,  and  energy  level  align-
ments  of  organic  semiconductors  during  operation,  provide
powerful  tools  for  studying the integral  properties  of  organic
semiconductor  films,  from  large  areas  over  hundreds  of  mi-
cro  to  nano  scales[59–64].  The  techniques  that  are  most  com-
monly used in spectroscopy techniques for the research of or-
ganic semiconductors and devices are in-situ X-ray characteriz-
ation techniques and in-situ UPS. 

3.1.  In-situ X-ray characterization techniques

The development of organic devices has shown tremend-
ous  progress  in  terms  of  sensory  and  flexible  applicatio-
ns[25, 65–69].  Due  to  the  nature  of  weak  noncovalent  bonding
among  conjugated  molecules,  the  structure,  composition,
and  functions  of  the  organic  semiconducting  films  will
change under different growth processes, flexible strains, and
electrical stresses[66, 67, 69, 70]. Hence, there is still a lack of under-
standing of the behavior of the structure and electronic proper-
ties  of  organic  materials  under  mechanical  load  and  electric-
al  bias.  In  addition,  the  defects  and  degradation  mechanism
of  organic  devices  under  mechanical  tests  or  device  opera-
tions are not yet fully understood. To help overcome this diffi-
culty,  in-situ  X-ray  techniques  are  powerful  tools  that  can
provide an insight into organic semiconductor deposition pro-
cesses, crystalline phases, and structural properties.

For  example,  Giri et  al.  used  the  in-situ  microbeam  graz-
ing-incidence  wide-angle  X-ray-scattering  (GIWAXS)  to  study
the  growth  process  of  metastable  TIPS-pentacene  poly-
morphs  during  solution  shear[71].  A  schematic  of  the  in-situ
solution-shearing setup was shown in Fig. 5(a), and the crystal-
lization  process  was  captured  using  high-speed  GIWAXS. Fig.
5(b)  shows  the  scattering  regions  of  a  representative  solu-
tion-sheared  TIPS-pentacene  thin  film.  It  was  found  that  a
crust  was  formed  on  the  surface  of  the  solution  because  the
nucleation  occurred  at  the  liquid–gas  interface.  Importantly,
the metastable polymorphism can be enhanced or weakened
by changing the concentration of the solution or using differ-
ent molar volumes of solvents to extend surface tension. This
work  demonstrates  that  the  large-area  growth  of  metastable
polymorphism  can  be  achieved  by  using  solvent  molecules

of various sizes to adjust energy conditions during crystalliza-
tion or changing physical conditions.

In addition to the study of  the growth and crystallization
of  organic  films,  the  in-situ  X-ray  technique  can  also  explore
the  mechanical  behavior  under  mechanical  tests.  Aliouat et
al.  used  in-situ  grazing-incidence  X-ray  diffraction  (GIXRD)  to
study the influence of tensile strain on structural characterist-
ics of  PffBT4T-2OD π-conjugated polymer (PCE11)[72]. Fig.  5(c)
shows  a  schematic  diagram  of  an  in-situ  stretching  GIXRD
device.  It  was  observed  that  the  polymer  chains  became
more  oriented  between  0%  and  15%–20%  of  stretching.
When  the  stretching  exceeded  20%,  a  large  amount  of  crack
propagation was found,  leading to strain relaxation.  It  is  con-
cluded from this experiment that the applied tension may be
distributed  in  the  amorphous  region  of  the  polymer,  which
acts  as  a  force  damper.  This  work  expands  the  application  of
in-situ technology in the study of mechanical behavior. Further-
more,  Grodd et  al.  monitored  the  local  structural  changes  of
OFETs  under  operation  in  real-time  by  using  in-situ  nano-
beam  grazing-incidence  X-ray  diffraction  (nanoGIXRD)[73].
Schematics  of  the  nanoGIXRD  setup  and  bottom  contact
OFET  stack  are  shown  in Figs.  5(d)  and 5(e),  respectively. Fig.
5(f) shows that the initially sharp electrode-organic polymer in-
terface  was  strongly  modified  due  to  the  operation  of  the
device,  mainly  resulting  from  the  diffusion  of  Au  atoms  into
the  polymer  channel  and  then  the  local  reorientation  of  the
Au  nanocrystals.  This  finding  indicates  that  nanoGIXRD  has  a
high potential in exploring the principles and nano-level struc-
tural  changes of  organic devices during operation.  Therefore,
in-situ  X-ray  technology  can  be  used  to  gain  insight  into  the
preparation process, as well as mechanical and electrical beha-
vior  of  various  organic  materials,  which is  a  powerful  tool  for
studying  organic  device  physics,  optimizing  the  growth  pro-
cess, and fabricating high-quality organic thin films. 

3.2.  In-situ ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy

To  fabricate  high-performance  organic  electronic  devi-
ces,  it  is  necessary  to  improve the interface stability  between
different materials and control the crystallinity of organic semi-
conducting  films[57, 74].  Accurate  alignment  of  the  energy
levels  of  the  materials  at  the  semiconductor-electrode  and
semiconductor-semiconductor  interfaces  is  essential  because
it  can  enhance  the  performance  of  organic  devices[75, 76].
Hence,  in-situ  UPS  was  proposed  to  study  the  correlation
between  molecule  orientation  and  energy  level  alignment  at
the interface. This method allows direct analysis of the interfa-
cial electronic structure during the deposition process of organ-
ic semiconductors[77–79].

Recently, Yun et al. used in-situ UPS to study the denatura-
tion  and  stability  of  poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly-
styrene  sulfonate  (PEDOT:PSS)  and  multiwalled  carbon  nan-
otubes  (MWNT)/PEDOT:PSS  films  after  high-temperature  an-
nealing[80]. As shown in Fig. 6(a), each film was first loaded in-
to  an  in-situ  homemade  system.  Then,  in-situ  UPS  tests  were
performed  at  specific  stages  of  thermal  annealing  or  organic
molecular  deposition.  Finally,  the  in-situ  XPS/UPS  depth  pro-
files  combined  with  Ar  gas  cluster  ion  beam  sputtering  were
used to further  explore  the chemical  and electronic  structure
of  the  sample  surface  and  internal  regions.  The  PEDOT:PSS
film  without  MWNT  completely  lost  the  characteristics  re-
quired  for  an  electrode  due  to  the  high  temperature  above
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the threshold. In contrast, MWNT/PEDOT:PSS film was not de-
natured  during  high-temperature  annealing  because  the
MWNT chain  formed a  conductive  charge  carrier  path  similar
to  a  densely  intertwined  network  structure.  This  work  clearly
reveals  the  degradation  process  of  PEDOT:PSS  films  and  also
proves the buffering effect of MWNT chain during high-temper-
ature annealing.

Furthermore,  Yun et  al.  studied the relationship between
the  crystal  phase  of  organic  materials  and  the  substrate  by
in-situ UPS[81]. Schematic diagrams of the photoelectron spec-
troscopy  setup  and  the  experimental  design  used  for  in-situ
UPS  measurements  are  shown  in Figs.  6(b)  and 6(d),  respect-
ively.  It  is  worth  noting  that  the  electrical  properties  determ-
ined  from  the  UPS  spectrum  provide  key  information  about

the carrier injection barrier at the semiconductor/electrode in-
terface and the molecular orientation of the semiconductor lay-
er  (the  energy  level  diagram  of  an  organic  semiconductor  is
shown  in Fig.  6(c)).  For  the  completeness  of  the  experiment,
the two types of organic materials (shape anisotropy and iso-
tropy)  were deposited on different  electrode materials  for  in-
situ UPS testing. It was found that the orientation of anisotrop-
ic  semiconductor  molecules  was  significantly  dependent  on
the  substrate  properties.  Furthermore,  compared  with  other
electrode  materials,  PEDOT:PSS  electrodes  were  more  suit-
able  for  the  growth  of  anisotropic  semiconductor  molecules
with  high molecular  order.  This  result  is  expected to  serve as
a  guidance for  the selection of  suitable  component  materials
for  various  types  of  organic  electronic  devices.  Therefore,  in-

 

 

Fig. 5. (Color online) In-situ X-ray characterization techniques. (a) Conceptual representation of the in-situ solution-shearing system. (b) Scatter-
ing regions captured by the high-speed GIWAXS detector for a representative solution-sheared TIPS-pentacene thin film[71]. (c) Schematic view
of in-situ stretching GIXD experimental setup and in-situ measurements of the structure and strain of a π-conjugated semiconducting polymer un-
der mechanical load[72].  Schematic representation of (d) nano-GIXD setup, (e) bottom contact OFET stack, and (f) typical diffraction patterns at
polymer channel and electrode position [73].
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situ  UPS  provides  a  powerful  tool  for  detecting  the  electron-
ic  states  of  organic  semiconductors  to  guide  the  design  of
new  organic  materials  with  appropriate  electrical  properties
and  to  study  the  structure-property  relationship  of  organic
devices. 

4.  Conclusion

The development and research of new-generation organ-
ic electronics and optoelectronics require a deeper understand-
ing  on  the  film  growth  mechanism  of  organic  semiconduct-
ors,  as  well  as  the  exploration  of  electronic  states  and  struc-
ture-property  relationship  in  complex  device  structures,
which guide the optimization of  film morphologies  and elec-
trical  performance.  In  recent  years,  a  series  of  in-situ/oper-
ando  characterizations  methods  based  on  optical,  scanning
probe  microscopy,  and  spectroscopy  techniques  have  been
employed  to  address  these  challenges  in  advanced  organic
electronic devices. In this review, we summarize these signific-
ant  in-situ  techniques:  (i)  in-situ  optical  and  scanning  probe
microscopy for real-time observation of crystallization of organ-
ic films, and characterization of local morphologies and struc-
ture  properties  of  organic  devices  from micro to  nano scales;
and  (ii)  in-situ  spectroscopy  techniques  to  probe  the  struc-

ture-property relationships and the electronic states of organ-
ic devices in-operando. This in-depth understanding of organ-
ic  materials  and  devices  will  facilitate  the  exploration  of  new
organic materials and growth methods, as well as the optimiza-
tion of organic devices for advanced applications.

Despite  recent  progress  in  the  in-situ  characterization  of
organic  devices,  there  are  still  many  technological  chal-
lenges and opportunities. First, the emerging ultrathin molecu-
lar crystals, especially 2D crystals[11, 82–84],  have become popu-
lar  due  to  high  uniform  morphology,  scalable  solution-based
preparation,  and  intrinsic  electrical  performance.  However,
the  2D  organic  crystals  are  molecular-layer  thick,  which
would  undergo  irreversible  structure  damage  with  long  time
in-situ measurements and will also lead to weak detective sig-
nals due to the ultrathin properties. Hence, it is difficult to ob-
tain the intrinsic molecular assemble physics, defects, and elec-
trical  properties  of  2D  crystals  using  in-situ  characterization.
An effective strategy is to further improve the stability and res-
olution  of  the  in-situ  scanning  probe  microscopy,  while  also
shortening  the  scanning  measurement  time.  In-situ  scanning
probe microscopies with advanced functions, such as the elec-
trochemical  strain  microscopy  and  scanning  dielectric  micro-
scopy,  can  be  applied  to  2D  organic  crystals  to  characterize

 

 

Fig.  6.  (Color  online)  In-situ  ultraviolet  photoelectron  spectroscopy.  (a)  Experimental  design  to  examine  the  behavior  of  PE  and
MWNT/PEDOT:PSS films before and after high-temperature annealing[80].  (b) Schematic diagram of the photoelectron spectroscopy setup with
UV He II as the photon source. Upon irradiation with energy hv, photoelectrons are injected from the organic semiconductor sample via the photo-
electric effect. (c) Energy level diagram of an organic semiconductor showing electrons being photoejected from a HOMO level to a state above
the vacuum level with a finite kinetic energy. (d) Schematic diagram showing the experimental design used for in-situ ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy measurements[81].
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the  intrinsic  electronic  and  strain  properties.  In  addition,  2D
heterostructures with novel electrical and optoelectrical prop-
erties  have  led  to  the  development  of  scalable  manufactur-
ing,  and  in-situ  probe  microscopy  and  spectroscopy  studies
on the  formation of  2D heterostructures  may create  new op-
portunities.  Second,  multimodal  operation capable  of  detect-
ing multiple signals in-situ by combining various characteriza-
tion  techniques  provides  a  unique  opportunity  to  monitor
and  manipulate  organic  films  and  devices  under  optical,
thermal,  electrical,  mechanical,  liquid/gas environmental with
the molecular resolution.

In-situ  characterization  techniques  will  undoubtedly
boost our understanding of the intrinsic structure-property re-
lationships  of  organic  devices.  This  will  then  provide  guid-
ance for the design of the next generation of  organic materi-
als  and  advanced  organic  devices  for  application  in  electron-
ics, chemistry, energy, and bioscience. 
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